S. Kaptanoglu, Phys. Rev. D 18, 1554 . "Estimates of frr have been given by S. Gershtein and M. Khlopov, Pis'ma Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 23, 374 (1976) I JETP Lett. 23, 338 (1976) l; V. Novikov T&p. It has been argued that mesons containing a heavy quark c, 6, or t will decay through a mechanism where the light quark acts as a spectator' [Fig. 1(a) ]. The process depicted in Fig. 1 of SU(4), respectively. ' Using a, (m, ') =0. 6, we obtain f -2 and f, -0.'l, leading to as = 1.7.
In this note, we propose a mechanism that may account for the observed difference in lifetimes. It is the one depicted in Fig. 2 
where e' is the polarization of the gluon and l" the weak current of the light quarks:
l" =u, (q,)y "(1 -y, )v, (q,) .
Since we are dealing with gluon emission from a color -neutral state the gauge-invariant amplitude (4) is infrared finite. Note that the contribution for gluon emission from final-state light-quark lines will be suppressed by powers of m, ' and/or m~' and is therefore neglected.
In the nonrelativistic model that we have adopted we find Our method of calculating F"and FY of Eqs. (6) and (7) We expect an analogous mechanism to be important in other heavy-meson decays. Some consequences are as follows:
(1) The contribution of the gluon mechanism of (9). Note that since the W carries no color, the renormalization of the weak four-fermion vertex via gluon exchange is crucial to this contribution and it vanishes in the limit of f;f =1. We thus--obtain " -GF2 a, ' n, f~'mD'/324&'m"',
where a, '=(f, +f )'/4. This leads to a ratio of =1+0.2( f z'/m, ') +2.4( f z '/m, 2) . (14) Vox.UME 44, NUMszR 1 PHYSICAL REVIEW I.ETTERS 7 JANUARv 1980 In Eqs. (13) and (14) 
Recall that the contribution to this ratio from the spectator graph [ Fig. 1 
